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Let X be a smooth variety over an algebraically closed field k and Y a closed 
subvariety of codimension 1. We associate to Y a graph r and use the homology 
of r to study the Brauer group of X- Y. 6 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a smooth integral variety over the algebraically closed field k, 
where k has characteristic 0. Throughout all sheaves and cohomology 
groups are for the &ale topology. The background material on graph 
theory may be found in [a]. All unexplained terminology and notation are 
as in [9]. We denote by B’(X) the cohomological Brauer group of X, i.e., 
the torsion subgroup of H*(X, G,), where G, denotes the sheaf of units. 
Let Y be a closed subvariety (not necessarily integral) of X of pure 
codimension 1. We intend to study the Brauer group of X- Y by utilizing 
the long exact sequence [9, p. 921 
H*(X, G,) -+ H2(X- Y, G,) + H:(X, G,) --t H3(X, G,) 
+ H3(X- Y, G,) + . . . . (1) 
LEMMA 0.1. There is an exact sequence 
0 --*B’(X) + B’(X- Y) + H$(X, p) --, H3(X, p) -+ H3(X- Y, p) + . . .) 
where p denotes the sheaf of roots of unity. 
Proof. The sequence is derived from (1). By [6, II, Cor. 1.101 the first 
map in (1) is injective. Since X is smooth, Pit X-+ Pic(X- Y) is surjective 
[7, II, Sect. 61. Therefore, H$(X, G,)= (0). By [6, II, Prop. 1.41 all of the 
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groups in (1) arc torsion. We therefore replace the HZ groups by B’( ). By 
Kummer theory, HY(U, G,) = HY( U, p) for q 3 3 and U= X or X- Y. 
Again by Kummer theory, HYy(X, G,) = HYy(X, ,u) for q3 3. So sequence 
(1) becomes the sequence in the lemma. 
The purpose of Theorem 1.1 is to give a description of the mysterious 
group H:(X, cl) in terms of the divisor Y. The rest of this paper consists 
of applications of Theorem 1.1. First we apply it to give a unified treatment 
of some results found in [3, 4, 61. In Section 2 we show how the graph 
associated to a curve on a surface can be used to simplify computations in 
the Brauer group. In Section 3 we apply Corollary 1.6 to show some 
connections between the Brauer groups and the geometry of divisors on X. 
1 
In order to state our main theorem we must first set up our notation. 
Write Y= Y1 u . . . u Y, as a union of irreducible subvarieties. Let yi be 
the normalization of Yj. Let 8= P, IJ ... JJ F, (disjoint union) and 
n: P--+ Y the obvious projection. We assume that P is smooth. (If y is not 
smooth, we sketch two ways to make it smooth without affecting X- Y. By 
embedded resolution of singularities, find a proper birational morphism 
f: x’ + X so that f-‘(Y) is a divisor with normal crossings. Now replace 
X with X’ and Y with f-‘(Y). Alternatively, since 7~ is a finite morphism, 
and hence closed, the singular locus of P maps to a closed subset S of X 
of codimension >2. Replace X with X- S and Y with Y - S.) Let 2 denote 
the singular locus of Y. Assume that Z has pure codimension 2 in X. Let 
W=71-l(Z). Write Z=Z,u .,. uZ,, W= W,u . . . u We as unions of 
irreducible subvarieties. We have the commutative square 
w= w,u ..’ u we- P= 8, u...u Y, 
77 
I I 
K 
(2) 
z=z,u ... uz, - Y= Y,u ..’ u Y,. 
We define a bipartite graph r for Y. The vertex set of r is {Z,, . . . . Z,, 
P, ) . ..) y,,,} and the edge set is { W,, . . . . We}. The edge Wi has positive end 
the yj containing Wi and negative end the Z, defined by Z, = a( WJ. Let 
D be the incidence matrix of K Then D induces a boundary map, also 
denoted D, 
D: z(e) + zi(m)@z(S) (3) 
The kernel of D is denoted H,(T, H). Say Wit y;. Let Z/n be the constant 
sheaf on X, where n is a positive integer. Let ,u,, denote the sheaf of nth 
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roots of unity and let p,,( - 1) denote Horn&,, Z/n). The smooth pair 
Wi c yj induces a Gysin map [9, p. 2441 
i,: HO( wi, /A,( - 1)) + P( rj, Z/n). (4) 
Let aZ (resp. 0 W) denote the singular locus of Z(resp. W). 
THEOREM 1.1. In the above context, there is an exact sequence 
O- H’(F,Z/n)- H$(X,pn)- HO(W--aW,pJ-1)) 
-J% H2(F,Z/n)@Ho(Z-aZ,p,(-l)), 
where E is induced by the incidence matrix D of (3) and the Gysin maps (4). 
Proof. From [4, Theorem l.b] we have the exact sequence 
0 --+ H:(X, pn) 4 H’( Y- Z, Z/n) -L HO(Z- aZ, pL,( - 1)). (5) 
The smooth couple W - 0 WE y-- c W induces the exact sequence 
-2 H2( F, Z/n), (6) 
where S is the Gysin map on each irreducible component Wi. Because 0 W 
has codimension at least 2, we have written P instead of y- cr W in Hi and 
H2 [9, p. 2681. Combining (5) and (6) gives the commutative diagram 
0-b H;(X,&)+ H'(Y-z,z/n)_l.tHO(Z-oZ,p,(-l)) 
I = (7) 
A routine diagram chase of (7) completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Now we consider some aplications of Theorem 1.1. In the following 
corollary we obtain Step 2 of the proof of [4, Theorem 41. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose X= P’ is projective v-space over k and Y is a 
union of hyperplanes. Then B(X- Y) 2 H,(f, p( - 1)). 
Proof. By [4, p. 4161 the subgroup of B(X- Y) annihilated by n is 
isomorphic to H3(X, p,( - 1)). Since each Yi= Fi z P’- ‘, H’( yi, iZ/n) = 
(0) and H2( yi, h/n)=p,J - 1)‘“‘. Thus in Theorem 1.1, E becomes the 
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incidence map (3) tensored with pu,( - 1). Therefore, ker E = H $(A’, 11,) is 
just the cycle space H,(T, p,,( -- 1)) of r. Taking the limit over all n finishes 
the proof. 
Next we apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain [4, Theorem 5.b]. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Suppose X is a complete, smooth surface and Y is a 
closed curve on X. Then H$(X, p) is (noncanonically) isomorphic to 
H’(y, Q/Z)@H,(r,p(-1)). 
Proof: In this case H*( yj, Z/n) = p,( - 1) by Poincare duality [9, 
p. 1751 and the homomorphism E in Theorem 1.1 reduces to the incidence 
mapping D in (3). Thus ker E is the cycle space H,(T, p,,( - 1)) of the 
graph ZY Taking the limit over all n finishes the proof since H ‘( y, Q/Z) is 
divisible. 
COROLLARY 1.4. 1 rf the valence of each vertex 2,) . . . . Z, in r is 1, then 
there is an exact sequence 
0 -+ B’(X) + B’(X- Y) -+ H’( y, Q/Z) + H3(X, ,a) --f H3(X- Y, /A). 
Proof: In (7) the sum map H”( W-oW, pu,(-l))+H’(Z-oZ, ~~(-1)) 
is injective. Therefore, ker E = (0), so H ‘( y, Z/n) = H:(X, p,). After taking 
the limit over all n, the proof follows from Lemma 0.1. 
Remark 1.5. (a) Corollary 1.4 applies for instance, to [4, Example 21. 
(b) Corollary 1.4 is a generalization of the sequence given in [6, III, 
Cor. 6.21. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Zf H*( y, Q/Z) = (0), then there is an exact sequence 
O-,H1(~,,/Z)-,H:(X,~)~~(-l)(P-S)~O. 
Proof In Theorem 1.1 one checks that ker E g p,,( - l)(e-s). The 
sequence follows by taking the limit over all n. 
Remark 1.7. If X is an affine surface, then H2( y, Z/n) = (0) [9, p. 2531 
so Corollary 1.6 gives the affrne part of [3, Theorem 11. Note that in this 
case H’( y, Q/Z) is divisible and the sequence of Corollary 1.6 splits 
(noncanonically). 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we must look at two “ramification 
homomorphisms” which arose in the proof of Theorem 1.1. These maps 
“measure the ramification” of Azumaya algebras and cyclic Galois 
extensions, respectively. We derive explicit local descriptions of these maps. 
A very general form of these maps may be found in [8]. 
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From the long exact sequence of cohomology (Lemma 0.1) there 
is a natural homomorphism ,,B’(X- Y) + H:(X, II,). Followed by the 
second map in Theorem 1.1 this gives a homomorphism ,$‘(X-- Y) + 
H”( W- aW, p,J - 1)) = p,( - 1)“‘. From (7) in the proof of Theorem 1.1 
we have a commutative diagram 
.B’(X- Y) ‘ffO(W-~W,P,(-l)) 
\ 
a 
/ P 
(8) 
H’( 8- w, Z/n). 
In [ 1, Section 31 the maps a and p are described in the situation where Y 
is an irreducible curve on a surface X. We give a similar description in our 
context. Let K= K(X) be the function field of X. Suppose Y is an integral 
effective divisor on X. Then K is equipped with the discrete valuation v 
associated to the local ring OX, y at Y. Let K” denote the completion of K 
with respect to v. Let D” be a central division ring over K’, whose index 
divides n. Let K(Y) be the function field of Y, which is also the residue class 
field of K. Let D be the algebra of residue classes of D”. Then the center 
Z of D is a cyclic extension of K(Y) [ 12, Theorem 8, p. 1551. Thus, we 
have a homomorphism 
H2(K’, p,J = ,Jl(K’) + H’(K( Y), Z/n) (9) 
which sends D” to Z. Consider the map of the Gysin sequence [9, p. 2441 
H2(X- Y, /in) + H’( Y- z, Z/n). (10) 
Upon localizing X along Y and completing, (10) becomes (9). Combining 
(10) and (9) we have the commutative diagram 
ff2(X- y, P”) - AX- Y) (1 H’( Y-Z, Z/n) 
I I I 
injective 
(11) 
H*W”, 14 = AK’) - H’(K(YL WI 
which provides us with the desired local description of the map a. 
To simplify the notation in what follows assume that W is a prime 
divisor on a smooth variety Y. Now consider the map p: H’( Y- W, Z/n) + 
H”( W- cr W, p,( - 1)). The Gysin sequence is [9, p. 2441 
O-H’(Y-oW,Z/n)-H’(Y- W,Z/n) 
--%HO(w-Ow,~~(-l))-+. (12) 
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Upon localizing Y along W and passing to the strict henselization (12) 
becomes 
0 - H’(O$ w, Z/n) - H’(K( Y)5h, Z/n) 
2 H’(W-aW,p,,(-l))--f..., (13) 
where K( Y)sh is the quotient field of O$, w. In (13), p is an isomorphism [9, 
p. 411. The diagram 
H’(Y- W, Z/n)2 ~~(-1) 
I i 
= 
(14) 
H’(K( Y)Sh, Z/n) z pL,( - 1) 
commutes, thus providing us with a local description of p. 
Now let T be a uniformizing parameter for 0, w. From Kummer theory 
H’(K( Y)sh, 11,) is canonically isomorphic to (K( Y)“h)*/(K( Y)sh)*n = 
(T)/( T”) z Z/n, where the map takes A in (K( Y)Sh)* to the p,,-torsor 
L = K( Y)sh (A) = K( Y)sh [xl/(x” - A). The p,-action on L is induced by 
CO: x H wx and Gal(L/K( Y)‘“) = p,,. If we choose a primitive nth root of 
unity w, then w  H 1 induces an isomorphism 4: pL, + Z/n. The diagram 
H’W( YYh, A) - Zln 
4* 
I I 
b” (15) 
H ‘(K( Y)Sh, Z/n) - Al--l) 
is commutative, where 4” is the Z/n-dual of 4: pn -+ Z/n. The horizontal 
arrows are canonical. The top row of (15) takes ZC( Y)sh (A) to v(A) 
(mod n). Thus, modulo the choice of CO, given L E H’( Y - W, Z/n) we may 
measure the ramification of L along W using the valuation v associated to 
the DVR Lo, w. 
2 
In this section we apply the results of Section 1 to the complement of a 
closed curve Y on a smooth surface X. Let c(, /3 E K(X). Fix an integer n > 1 
and a primitive nth root of unity o. For u., fieK(X), by (IX, p), we mean 
the K(X) algebra generated by u, u subject to the relations U’ = ~1, u” = 8, 
and vu = ouv. We describe the image of the symbol algebra (a, & in the 
cycle space H,(P, ,u,,( - 1)) of a graph r’ associated to the curve Y. The 
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description of the homomorphism ,B(X- Y) + H,(T’, p,( - 1)) is in terms 
of the intersection multiplicities of curves on X. The main usefulness of 
Theorem 2.1 is in simplifying computations in B(X- Y). The theorem 
allows one to represent each algebra class as a sum of cycles in a graph r’ 
(obtained from r as explained below) and perform Brauer group 
arithmetic in the cycle space of r’. 
Denote by (cI), (p) the principal divisors on Xdehned by a and /I, respec- 
tively. Write Y = Y, u . . . u Y, as a union of irreducible curves Yi. Assume 
(CC) and (p) have support on the closed set Y. Let r be the graph of Y as 
defined in the beginning of Section 1. Let r’ be the graph obtained from r 
by identifying parallel edges. If the Yi are nonsingular, r= r’. For exam- 
ple, the curve y2 = x2(x + 1) would have a graph r with a set of parallel 
edges. 
w, 
Y: 
c>( 
P r. P 
a 
T 
w 
r’: P-i (16) 
w2 
There is a natural projection r -+ r’ which induces H,(T, ,u,J - 1)) -, 
H,(T’, p,J - 1)). The next theorem describes the image of (CC, fl), under the 
composite map 
where the first map is the top row of (8) and the third is induced by the 
isomorphism 4 ” of (15). We use coefficients in E/n in order to compute the 
elements in the cycle space using intersection multiplicities. 
THEOREM 2.1. In the above context, under the homomorphism 
.B(X- Y) + H,(T’, Z/n), the symbol algebra (a, fi), is mapped to the 
element of the edge space Zfn”” of r’ defined by the rules: 
Zf PEZ and A,, AZ, . . . . A, are the vertices in { PI, . . . . t,,,} that are 
adjacent to P as shown, 
(18) 
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then the weight (as an element of Z/n) assigned to the edge W, connecting 
P to A , is 
where vi( .) is the valuation on K(X) corresponding to the discrete valuation 
ring ox, A, and (A, . Ai)r is the local intersection multiplicity, which is reduced 
modulo n and is defined below. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1 we state two definitions for the intersection 
multiplicity at a point of two effective divisors on a surface and prove that 
they are equivalent. The first is the definition given, for example, in [7]. 
The second is in terms of valuations. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (A . B)p. Let A, B be effective divisors on X with no 
common component. Let PEA n B and suppose u = 0, /I = 0 are local 
equations for A, B at P, respectively. Define (A . B)p to be the length of the 
UP-module UP/(a, p). That is, (A . B)r = dim,(oJ(a, fi)). 
DEFINITION 2.3. (A . B)lp. Let A, B, LX, /?, P be as in Definition 2.2. 
Case 1: A is integral. Let 7~: A” -+ A be the normalization of A and write 
n: ~ ‘(P) = Q1 u . . u Q,. Then oQ, is a discrete valuation ring of K(A) with 
valuation vo,. Restrict fl to a function on A which is denoted 8. If 
P$ A n B, set (A .B)>=O, otherwise (A.B)L=C;=l v,,(/?). General case: 
Write A=A;‘u ... uA’/ f, where each Ai is integral. Define (A . B)lp = 
Cif, ej(Aj. B)>. 
LEMMA 2.4. (A . B)r = (A . B)>. 
Proof It suffices to prove the lemma for the case where A is integral. 
If P is a simple point of A, this is an easy exercise (see [S, p. 813). Let 
rc: x’ -+ X be the monoidal transformation centered at P. We use the nota- 
tion of [7, Chap. V, Sects. 1 and 31. Because A and B have no common 
irreducible component the same is true of the strict transform 2 and the 
total transform n*B. Thus (A. B)P=& (A” .z*B)~, where the sum is 
taken over all points Q on A” such that Q is infinitely near P. By blowing 
up sufficiently many points Q we can assume that A” is normal. The lemma 
follows from our second sentence. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By our description of the homomorphism 
denoted a in (8) and [12, Theorem 8, p. 1551, a agrees with the tame sym- 
bol on the algebra class containing (a, &. See [lo, p. 981, [4, (24)], and 
[ 13, XIV, Sects. 1 and 23 for the definition of the tame symbol. According 
to the tame symbol, the cyclic extension of K(A,) afforded by (a, p), is 
obtained by adjoining the nth root of CI”~(~)~-“~(~). For i = 1, . . . . t, let ai = 0 
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be a local equation for Ai at P. Normalize A, and use the sum of the valua- 
tions at the points Q,, . . . . Q, lying over P to compute the map p in (8). 
Using (14) and (15) we find that 
= j;, vp,(aV1(B)B-Y’(a)) 
= jF, Cvl(B) vQji(a) -v,(a) v&O1 
= vi(B) i vQ,(a)-vl(a) i VQ,(B) 
j=l j=l 
=VI(B) f: i vi(a) v~,(4-vl(a) i i vi(B) vQ,(ai) j=l is* j-1 i=* 
=vl(B) i vi(M) i ve,(ai) --VI(a) i Vi(B) f: vQ,(ai) 
i=2 j=l i=2 j=l 
=VI(~) i vi(a)(At.A,),-v,(a) i Vi(B)(Ai.Al)p 
i=2 i=2 
= i$2 [v,(B) vi(a) - VI(a) Vi(B)l(Ai.A*)P* 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let X= P2 be the projective plane with homogeneous 
coordinates x, y, z. Let Y,, be the line at infinity, defined by z = 0. Let Y, 
be x = 0, Y, be y = 0 and Y, be the curve yz = x2. The graph of Y = Y,, u 
Y, u Y, u Y, looks like 
We see that B(X) = H3(X, p) = (0) [4]. Since the Y’s are simply con- 
nected, H’( F, Q/Z) = (0). By Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 0.1, B(X- Y) g 
H,(I’, p( - 1)). We use Theorem 2.1 to find generators for B(X-- Y). 
We denote by w, a primitive nth root of 1. Dehomogenize with respect 
to z and consider A, = (x2, Y-x~)~~ and A, = (y, Y-x’)~~. Since 
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(Y, . Y,),, = 1 and (Y, . Y,),, = 2 we see that /i, and /1, correspond to the 
cycles (with Z/4 coefficients) 
4 (20) 
in the graph r. Since these cycles generate the subgroup annihilated by 2 
in H,(T, Z/4), we see that n i and /1, generate #(X- Y). In a similar way 
we see that (x2, y--x*), and (y, y- x*)~ generate ,,B(X- Y) when o is 
a primitive 2”+‘-root of unity. When n is odd, (x, y -x*)~. and 
( y, y - x*),~ generate .B( X - Y). 
3 
In this section we study the Brauer group of a localization X- Y in 
terms of subgroups B(X- C), where C is a divisor with support in Y. In 
this section X and Y are as in Section 1. Furthermore, we assume 
H3(X, p) =H*( y, Q/Z)= (0). These hypotheses are satisfied if X is an 
afline surface. In Corollary 3.2 we see a connection between the Brauer 
group B(X- D, - D2) and the number of intersection points 1 D, n D,I 
between 2 curves D, , D, on an afline surface X. In Theorem 3.3 it is shown 
that B(X- Y) is generated by the subgroups B(X- Y,- Y,). Before stating 
the next theorem we introduce some notation. Let Y= Y, u . . . u Y,, 
where the Yis are irreducible. Suppose Y can also be written as 
D, u ... u D, where the D’s each have pure codimension 1, but are not 
necessarily irreducible. Suppose the pairs Di, Di share no common compo- 
nent when i#j. Let Z=Z,u ... u Z, be the singular set of Y. As in 
Section 1, we assume Z has pure codimension 2 in X. Partition the set 
{Z i, . . . . Z,> into S, u ... u S, where Zi E S, if and only if Zi is contained 
in exactly v of the D’s. Set v, = number of elements of S,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y = D, u ’ . . u D, be as above. Then 
d-l 
o- IJ B’(X)p-+ ;fi, B’(J’- Di) 8, B’(X- Y)--+ ,U(-l)(Y)- 0 
i=l 
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is exact. The map E is defined by (x,, . . . . xd- ,) H (x,, . . . . xdpl, 
-x1- ... - xd- 1). The number v is equal to I:‘= 1 (u - 1) v,. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
o- UB’(X)- u B’(X- Y;) - LI fGJX PL) - 0 
I 
tl 
I 
B 
I 
Y (21) 
o- B’(X) - B’(X- Y) - H3(X PI - 0, 
where ~1, p, y are the summation maps. The rows in (21) are exact, by 
Lemma 0.1, since H3(X, p) = 0. Our proof is based on applying the Snake 
Lemma [ 11, Theorem 6.51 to (21). Clearly a is surjective. Thus coker(fi) = 
coker(y). Let bi denote the disjoint union of the normalizations of the 
irreducible components of Di. By Corollary 1.6 we have a commutative 
diagram 
o- UH’(&, Q, if)-----+ LI fG;(X CL) - Ip+-+o 
I 
9 I Y I 4 (22) 
o- H’(Y,QZ) - HW, P) - v - 0, 
where V is defined by the split-exact sequence 
0 - v--+ p( - l)(e) E, p( - 1)‘“’ - 0. (23) 
The groups vi are defined in similar ways by the graphs corresponding to 
the divisors Di. Since the pairs Di, Dj have no common components, 4 is 
injective and H ‘( y, Q/H) = u H ‘(b,, Q/Z). Therefore 0 is an isomorphism 
and y is injective. We have ker(p) = ker(cr) 2 IJy=-r;’ B’(X). Now we deter- 
mine coker(y) = coker(4) = V/( V, + . . . + V,). Sort the set { 8,) . . . . pm} so 
thatD,=P,u...uF,,,, D2=~,,,+,u . ..uP., ,..., Dd=F,,-,+lu . ..u 
yVd. Relabel the set of edges of r( W,, . . . . W,} so that the edges adjacent 
to Zi are Wi, 1, . . . . Wi, e,. The graph r looks something like 
4 % . . . x 
481/147/2-8 
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In (23) we see that V= ker(E) is a direct summand of the edge space 
$y 1)“’ generated by the set B = { W,, , - Wi, 2, Wi, z - Wi, 3r . . . . 
I, e, - 1 - W,, .,}s= I as a p( - 1)-module. Likewise, each y is a free p( - l)- 
module generated by a subset of B. Therefore we simply count how many 
elements of B are not in Vi + ... + V,. Look at a vertex Zi of r. Suppose 
Zie S,. That is Zi is in exactly v of the D’s. For notational simplicity, 
suppose Zi is in D,, . . . . D,. Relabel the edges incident to Zi using E’s 
as in (25). 
D, D2 D” 
1 E,,<, (25) 
zi 
We see that the basis elements in B that are not in Vi + . . . + Vd are 
exactly {El, 5, - 4 ,, &, 52 - E3, ,, . . . . E, - ,, 5.-, - E, 1 >. There are v - 1 
such basis elements. Summing over all u and all Zi in S,, we find 
v = Cf= i (v - 1) v, elements of B that are not in Vi + . . . + V,. So 
coker(4) z p( - 1 )(“). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be an affine surface and D,, D, curves on X with 
no common irreducible component. Then 
is exact where v is the number of points in D, n D,. 
ProofI The proof is immediate from Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X and Y= D, v ..’ u D, be as in the introduction to 
Section 3. Then the sequence 
u B’(X- Di- Di) + B’(X- y) + 0 
i -c j 
is exact. 
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Proof. Let U, j = X - Yi - Yj. Consider the commutative diagram 
0 - pj B’(X) - U B'(Ui,j)- IJ HhuLJ,(X9 PL)- O 
I 
i < j  
OL 
I 
B 
i < j  
I 
V 
o- B’(X) - B’(X- Y) - H:(X, /A) - 0. 
(26) 
The rows of (26) are exact, by Lemma 0.1, since H3(X, p) = (0) by assump- 
tion. Clearly CI is surjective, so coker(/?) = coker(y). By Corollary 1.6 we 
have a commutative diagram 
o-UH1(Bill~ji,Q/Z)-UH~,",,(X,~)- LT vi,j+O 
e 
I 
Y  
I 
4 
0 -H'( Y, Q/Z) *H:w,P) - v -0, 
(27) 
where I’ is as defined in (23) and the I$ j are defined analogously. Clearly 
0 is surjective. We must show I/ is generated by the subgroups v, j. This 
will prove that y, hence /I is surjective. As in the text following (24) we 
see that V is generated as a p( - l)-module by the basis elements 
B= (Wi,l- Wi,2, Wi,*-Wi,3,..., Wi,e,-,-Wi,e,>S=,. Let Wi,j, Wi,j+l be 
a pair of consecutive edges incident with Zi. Then Wi, j connects Zi to some 
yU and Wi, j+ 1 connects Zi to some FU 
I.‘.‘--J.( 
Zi 
(28) 
Now yU and P, are each in one of the D’s, say yU E D, and yU E D,. Then 
Wi,j- Wi,j+l is in VP,,. This shows that 4 in (27) is surjective. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let X= Spec R be an open affne subset of the affine 
plane A*. By Merkurjev’s Theorem, ,B(k(x, y)) is generated by cyclic 
algebras (a, p)*. In this example we show that there are arbitrarily small 
open sets where the conclusion of Merkurjev’s Theorem fails. More specifi- 
cally, there is a homomorphism -: R*lR*2Q R*fR** + ,B(R) given by 
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CI @/I H [(cr, fl)*]. Assume that - is surjective for the open set X chosen 
above. We show that for some open subset of X, - is no longer surjective. 
Write A* - X= Y as a union of distinct irreducible curves: 
Y= Y,u ..’ u Y,. Let Z be the singular locus of Y. Choose an irreducible 
curve C in A*, C not contained in Y, such that C intersects each Y, in at 
least two points that are not in Z. Set Y, = C and P = ( Yin Y, 1 
0 d i< j< m}. Then P contains at least s + 2m points, where s is the 
number of points in Z. By Corollary 3.2 the sequence 
O+B(X)@B(A*-C)+B(X-C)+p(-l)‘“‘+O (29) 
is exact, where v is the number of intersection points of Y and C. The index 
of B(X) in B(X- C) is at least v B 2m. Let f = 0 be the equation for C in 
R and fi = 0 the equation for Yi in k [x, ~1. Then X - C = Spec R, and R,? 
is generated by f, f,, . . . . f,. Therefore the cyclic algebras (f, fi)2 generate 
a subgroup of II of rank at most m over Z/2. So - restricted to R.f is 
not surjective. 
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